
The wide array of available collaborative solutions can be overwhelming, and 
often organizations have difficulty determining if these solutions offer any real 
benefit. With more people working remotely, it’s more important than ever to 
provide collaborative tools that support today’s challenging work environment.

Connections delivers a collaborative platform 
that keeps your employees connected 
and engaged. Connections helps create a 
personalized, well-designed, digital office with 
role-based content and tools to keep your 
teams focused on achieving business goals 
and objectives.

of employees surveyed cite lack 
of collaboration or ineffective 
communications for workplace 
failures1 

No silos, just seamless collaboration.

Often, valuable time is wasted searching for 
files and information in a confusing array 
of disconnected tools. Organizations have 
discovered that legacy file-sharing and 
communication tools fail to truly deliver 
successful employee engagement. These 
applications typically end up as information 
silos, with redundant content, making 
knowledge discovery and information sharing 
even more difficult.

Connections offers a cohesive platform based 
on transparency, engagement, application 
interoperability and knowledge transfer.  
Connections focuses on how your employees 
actually work, not on tools and applications, 
and integrates seamlessly with existing 
applications to breakdown these silos.

A collaborative platform 
delivers more value than 
just applications alone.

Connections adapts to your needs and 
processes, rather than forcing you to adapt 
your business. It delivers a comprehensive, 
flexible platform focused on putting people, 
not content, at the center of how your  
teams collaborate. 

People Power Your Business,  
Connections Powers Your People.
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From 
Application Driven

To 
Collaboration Driven



Get more done with an integrated, collaborative solution.
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Improve productivity of 
individuals and teams

 
Integrate the power 
of Connections with 
Microsoft 

Collaborate anytime, 
from anywhere

Stay tuned in,  
not tuned out

 
Increase accountability  
and drive results

 
Affordable, scalable 
collaboration

Capabilities

Personalize your Connections home page for instant access to key 
team members, relevant news, project updates and important tasks 
to keep your work focused.

Make sharing content, information and conversations faster and 
more seamless with Connections integration to Microsoft 365.

 
Take your collaboration toolbox with you. Stay connected regardless 
of whether you’re working from home, in the office or on-the-go.

Create Communities to bring together the right expertise and 
stakeholders for specific projects or to link team members more 
closely together.

Take the pain away from managing tasks associated with team 
projects. Create project activity boards to keep everyone on your 
team on the same page

Easily scale Connections to meet your needs, whether a small or 
large organization. Deploy a proven, trusted and secure platform 
with on-premise and native cloud options.

Benefits

Learn more1 Deloitte Insights, article, The employee experience: Culture, engagement, and beyond, 2017, web: https://www2.deloitte.
com/us/en/insights/focus/human-capital-trends/2017/improving-the-employee-experience-culture-engagement.html

Ignite innovation in your workplace.

Connections creates a trusted digital workplace that ensures data is secure, 
relevant, and easily accessible –from anywhere, at any time. 

https://hcltechsw.com/products/connections

